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Overview
Collibra has roots in academia, so learning is a core part of 
the company’s culture. The key objectives of the educational 
and training offerings are to: 

•  Provide customers and partners with the knowledge to be 
self-sustaining

•  Offer comprehensive course material for beginners 
through advanced practitioners

•  Provide course material for common use cases and 
typical governance roles 

•  Offer both self-paced and instructor led options

•  Provide achievements and certifications for recognition 
and career enhancement

Collibra University
Collibra University is free, self-paced training platform that 
is available at collibra.university.com. It includes dozens 
of modules that cover all aspects of Collibra product 
functionality including application configuration and 
customization.

Completion of courses earns students badges and 
certifications.  In addition, students can use the course 
catalog and suggested learning paths to plan and self-direct 
their learning based on their role and phase of Collibra 
implementation.

Compass
Compass is the Collibra on-line community that is offered 
free of charge to customers and partners.  It includes a 
wealth of resources including a Body of Knowledge (leading 

practices), solution templates, product documentation, and 
a very active Question & Answer forum.  

Customers often use Compass hand-in-hand with Collibra 
University to validate their approach as they get started.

Virtual Train-the-Trainer
For this option, a Collibra instructor remotely leads and 
monitors a maximum of 10 students who are taking courses 
using Collibra University.  The objective is to train a group 
who can lead and guide others.

The advantages of an instructor led option are:

•  Scheduled time and course order for training

•  Course module introductions, commentary based on 
practical experience

•  Ability to ask questions during a morning and afternoon 
review sessions

The virtual led option is appropriate for teams that are 
geographically dispersed and can not come together.

A statement of work is required for this option which will 
define the specific courses, schedule and participants.

On-site Train-the-Trainer
This is an on-site Collibra instructor led option for a 
maximum of 10 students who are using Collibra University 
courses as the core material.  The objective is to train a 
group who can lead and guide others.

The advantage of an instructor led option are:

•  Scheduled time and course order for training
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•  Course module introductions, commentary based on practical experience

•  Ability to ask questions throughout the training

The on-site option is appropriate for teams who can come together and dedicate time to training.

A statement of work is required for this option which will define the specific courses, schedule, participants and location.

Certifications
Collibra offers several types of career-enhancing certifications.  The certifications communicate a standard of mastery and 
achievement and include the highest designation of Collibra Ranger.  All certification requirements and training materials are 
included as a part of Collibra University.

The following certificates progress in scope and depth of required experience and job responsibility. 

•  Steward

•  Community Manager

•  Platform Admin

•  Developer

•  Ranger

Getting Started

Customers and partners can begin immediately by registering on collibra.university.com.  

New customers are encouraged to work closely with their Collibra representative or services partner 
representative to help determine their learning needs. 
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